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4th.

There is a compilation coming out early next

OK, enough self indulgent crap.

Damn it's cold outside. I mean, really, really,
cold (why do I always end up starting this column
out with a weather report?).

year. My Friends & I , Vollume Eleven, IV , and

Once again, Federation X went on tour; they

Slick Watts are 'an gonna have a couple of tracks.

hit the west coast for a couple of weeks of rock.

They're also working on a record release party, so

Rumor has it that they kidnapped Jacob and Alan's

keep your eyes peeled.

roommate, Brian. Poor, poor, Brian.

The Dick and Janes (formerly Sad Cafe) are

Sharpie is continuing to work on their new full-

looking for a drummer. If you're interested, call us

Before I get to the news of the town, I gotta get

length which should be out this spring. I heard

something off my chest. I can't believe there are

some of the rough mixes and it's amazing. I've

David Weiss has finally finished up the CD he 's

people around town who are still bitching and

never heard the Sharpie sound captured so well.

been working on now for a couple of years. For

moaning about the local scene. There are a ton of

It'll be coming out on the new local label ,

those out there in rock and roll land who don't

great bands (ya know, Sharpie, Federation X,

"Burnout Records" (who released Sharpie 's first

know who David is, he 's put together a local web-

Death Cab for Cutie, Eureka Farm, My

single). They've also got some other cool shit in

site @ http://www.bima.com.

Friends & I, Basement Swing, and Monkey,

the works, so stay tuned.

around for quite a long time and is a great

here and we'll relay the info to them.

David's been

resource for info if you want to know anything

Monkey, Monkey, just to name a few). You ' ve

Death Cab for Cutie was the main "band" article

also a kick ass bar in the Doublewide, bigger

in the December/January issue of the Rocket.

shows on campus, and a pretty damn cool radio

They're even in color. I don 't remember ever seeing

P.A.C. broke up in September. That's old

station. What the hell do you want?

a Bellingham band in the Rocket (well, probably the

news. The bass player and guitarist are in a new

about the town of Bellingham.

Mono Men) and this is a real gauge of the impact that

band with Russ Gores, formerly of the

going on with "What's Up." First of all, obviously,

Death Cab is having on the Northwest.

Hoodwinks, on drums. They don't have a name

we 've gone to much better paper. The newsprint feel

even being played on The End. On January 9th,

really started to suck, so from now on, the photos and

they 're playing with Damien Jurardo, Pedro the

Stalin's Order 227 has dropped the 227 and is

graphics will look a lot clearer. Soon we' II also

Lion, and Seldom at the Fairhaven Auditorium.

now simply Stalin's Order. The initial batch of

You just might want to catch them at this small and

the "Communist Anthems For Children" tape

OK, now that that's off my chest, there's stuff

have color covers. Oooh.
It also looks like we're going to start doing
monthly "locals shows" at the Doublewide. The
details aren't final yet, but if you want to play, get

They're

set in stone yet, though.

intimate venue, because odds are good they won't

has all but sold out. Talk around the town is that

be playing in places like this for long.

the same batch of songs is going to be

It's official. There's a new rock band in town.

sequenced differently and accompanied by new

The Star Spangled Bastards are starting to get

artwork and will see the light of day as a double

Finally, "What's Up" now has a radio show on

their set together to kick some Bellingham ass.

seven inch on Up Yr Bum Records, this, however,

campus. We're going to be playing local bands

The band consists of Jake, Brent, and Nate froni

isn't a sure thing. Also, Stalins Order will be

and labels on KUGS from 9:30pm-10:30pm on

the Toga Kings and Karl Ratliff of Estrus fame.

putting "Application" on a compilation on Beer

Monday nights. Our star DJs will be members of

Karl is playing through a Marshall stack, so you

City Records. The compilation has a theme
about working or something.

ahold of us with a demo or something.

the "What's Up" staff, but primarily consist of

know it's gonna be damn loud. There has even

Jacob Covey (our amazing photographer) and Alan

been rumors of a third guitar player, but nothing's

Mooers (the man behind "Ask Alan"). If you're in

been confirmed yet.

Poophammer is a project featuring Russ
along with Chris Hipskind and Mike Mercker of

a band, and you want to be heard, let us know,

The Chandelier in Glacier is booking live music

Lighthouse Mission. They've recorded one 25

we'll actually play ya. The show starts on January

on the weekends. For info, call Nate at 599-2233.

minute song for volume four of the compilation
series "American Made Loving Elderly And
Duty Free" on Mechanical Man Records.
Whether future recordings and live shows will
happen is yet to be seen.
So, the craziest thing happened the other day.
I was watching Jenny Jones (yes, god damn it, I
watch it sometimes), and here is Bellingham 's
own Black.

Apparently, they taped two seg-

ments on Jenny Jones (though one hasn't aired
yet as far as I know). The song I saw was tight
and pretty rockin '. The band's also been touring
a lot and their CDs have been selling quite well.
Congratulations go out to the band.
Go to the Pickford, it's a great place to see a
flick .
Finally, there's a really cool cafe that iopened up
right by Stuart's, on Bay Street. It 's called Green
Acres and is primarily a vegetarian place, but they
do serve some fish and chicken. The place is really
cool inside and there's just a great "vi be" about the
place. I'd check it out if I were you.
-Brent Cole (with help from his friends)

Andrea Maxand nails down the duties of
singer, songwriter, and guitar player. Paul Beaudry
acts as a producer of sorts, listening to Andrea's
ideas and adding to them, as well as rounding out the
duo's musical presence by playing on the drums.
Together, they have accomplished the delivery of a
infectiously simple and melodic pop sound.
Jim Bergman, former bass player for Five
Gears in Reverse, helped to start The Minerals last
year, when Paul approached him with the desire to
play drums in a band. Andrea was introduced to Jim
through a friend and the threesome began to practice
together. After playing around town and in Seattle,
things started to fall apart for the band. Eventually
Jim departed, and the Minerals forged on without a
bass player.
Andrea began writing songs about two years
ago, with the casual thought of playing with some
friends ; but with the acquaintance of Paul and Jim,
it has evolved into a serious venture for her. Her
creativity is influenced by the eternal need for selfe xpress ion , which she diligently encourages.
Once a day, Andrea sits down to work on songs,
a technique acquired from numerous years of
dail y piano practice. Gratification comes in small
surprises, such as tuning in to KUGS and fmding that
her song "Mouse" is receiving air play.
Arrangements are being set to begin recording
for Montesano Records in the near future. The
Minerals currently have about 15 songs, most of
which now focus on guitar and drums. Although the
absence of a bass doesn't hinder their goal, Andrea
believes that it could enhance the music, if it was
played by the right person. Neither Paul nor Andrea
are interested in actively seeking a bass player, they
prefer to wait and see what or who falls into place.

Magnetic Bicycle Craft is the solo venture of
Terry L. Picknell, guitar player from Five Gears in
Reverse. Spawned one and a half years ago from the
reverent love of a young man for his bicycle, Magnetic
serves as a sounding board of sorts, allowing Terry to
purge his solitary thoughts. His muse, the bicycle with
the magnetic draw of inspiration, provides him the
freedom to explore while in sole control of the
musical craft.
Terry follows in the fashion of other musicians
who maintain the dual roles of full-time band member
and possessor of a solo project. Magnetic gives Terry
an outlet for more personal material, going in directions
that Five Gears does not. Self-described as pop music

PHOTO LAB
YOUR SOURCE
FOR
DARKROOM
SUPPLIES
WE STOCK OVER

70
1YPES OF FILM!!

For the upcoming release, The Minerals desire
a warmer, more familiar tone than what was produced
on their demo tape. Paul describes the demo tape as
being "lo-fi overproduced" in sound, a technique that
they don't wish to duplicate. They both joke about a
vision in which they record in a house with wood
paneling in the near future.
The Minerals are currently Andrea 's main
focus , while Paul stays busy with a concurrent spot
in Five Gears in Reverse. Both hope that the sizable
following accrued during their short time together
continues to grow with the release pf new recordings, which is assured by Andrea's ongoing songwriting endeavors.

"strung along an
emotional torrent
of a forbidden
love," Terry has
released four songs
thus far. This iniwas
tial
tape
recorded on a fourtrack digital machine
in the basement of his home, better known as Sketch N'
Etch Studios. He has stockpiled more than three years
worth of material, however, and is in the process of
learning to manage a not-so-trustworthy four-track analog reel-to-reel with which to continue his ventures.
The analog tape produces a warmer sound than does
digital sibling, but is difficult to govern, so the recording process is slow. With the recent completion of Five
Gears in Reverse's studio time for their upcoming CD,
Terry is now able to devote his attention to Magnetic's
next recording. Although there isn 't a set release date,
Terry has over 60 minutes of songs that he wants to
unleash.
Magnetic has had offers in the past to play live
shows, but Terry doesn't want to rush into it. The
thought of playing a primarily solo performance is a bit
unnerving, although Terry is willing to give it a try
when the time is right. And he is realistic about the
outcome - he knows that he must perform live a few
times before it becomes smooth. He reasons that he ' ll
have to use prerecorded material on stage while singing
because he certainly can 't man all the instrument duties.
For Terry, Magnetic is the avenue to openly
approach issues that he would not otherwise address in
Five Gears and it also gives him gratification; he has
proved to himself that he can successfully accomplish a
venture such as this one where he plays all of the instruments. "There is a sense of purity when you do it all
yourself. Bare bones. Also, the original sentiment, the
original feeling is still there when you are finished.
When you are in a band, it changes; each person 's own
interpretation of your idea alters the outcome in the
end."

-Jamie Donatuto

-Jamie Donatuto

INFRA RED, BLACK & WHITE
SLIDES, HIGH SPEED PRINT &
SLIDE FILMS,TECHNICAL PAN

676-2725
1130 CORNWALL AVE

forced my faith in music. He and his band are

was pretty decent, that's about all that was

gettin' on in years, but have stayed true to

notable for me. The Spitfrres were, by far, the

their sound. With a tight and forceful rhythm

band of the night. They were sloppy as all hell,

section (which, of course, included a stand-

but made up for it with a great '77 style punk

up bass), a guitarist that played rhythm guitar

sound. And loW and behold, they pulled out a

and lap steel (and he sang a couple of numbers),

Dead Boys cover, playin' a kick-ass version of

an amazing guitarist (and I mean really, really

"Piece of You."When the band left the stage,

amazing), and fmally Ray Condo on the six

they had gone through two six-packs o' Bud

away from home, really. I've spent more damn

string, the band slammed through some of the

big boys and three microphones, which is

time in that bar than I care to remember. I've

freshest "old-country" around.

always a good sign.

'Aah, the Doublewide.

It's my home

seen so many shows there it's all become a blur

Playing through two sets, Ray Condo got

When the LaDonnas took to the stage, I

(maybe it's the beer). Rarely does a band come

the packed Doublewide crowd dancing and

was surprised to see the crowd had thirmed out

through that really excites me, but rarely does

swinging, like only a trUe country master can.

a little. Oh well, the wussies missed out on a
double guitar assault that brought to mind the

a band exist that's as cool as Ray Condo.
Originally, Basement Swing was sup-

-Brent Cole

New Bomb Turks. The band was very tight.
But with all the guitar power, you couldn't hear

posed to open up the show, but unfortunately,
they weren't told about it, so they didn't. So,

the vocals much. However, later on I found

it was all Ray Condo, all night. I had heard

out that their singer, Ross, was nursing a sore

one of his CDs and *s blown away by the
amazing and interest" "old-country" sound

throat. Needless to say, I wasn't let down by
I had been anticipating this show for

the night as a whole. As the LaDonnas' gui-

he' d captured. With s much crappy country

awhile, since there had been a real lack of

tarist, Ben, warned me of in the show preview,

in the world, I knew cdndo was gonna be my

rawk-n-roll at the bar for too damn long.

they rocked our fuckin' skulls off!

ray of light.
And ray of light he is. Ray Condo rein-

The Sinister Six opened up with their set
of standard fare garage rawk. Their guitarist

-Jake Hamilton
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360•647•3181

whatsup@nas.com

best be described as

like one instrument. When you

playing "art-rock",

throw Charley McCoy's vocal

but I hate most "art-

and guitar over the top, it's no

rock" and I really
It was a cold, cold night in Bellingham,

like

'these

but it was a night when four bands came

They're

together for an evening of rock.

band that's gonna

First up was the much talked about
Monkey, Monkey, Monkey. I'm a really big

start

kicking

8

"'

keep playing shows.
Maybe

REALLY DAMN LOUD.

happy

I'm
they

Kilmer had the unfortunate
luck of having to play after the

this

town's ass as they

afraid of being really damn loud. And I mean,

wonder these guys are making
the push to start rocking around

-;: the world.

another

fan of this band, mainly because they're not
I guess they can

~

~

guys.

brutal set by Sharpie.

It was

also their first show at the

just

Doublewide (or any bar, for that

played

matter), which made life that much

Depeche Modes "Personal Jesus." with the

more interesting for them. But they played a

almighty Trevor Adams on vocals.

pretty good set, their songs were well thought

Following Monkey, Monkey, Monkey,
was· the infamous Counterclockwise.

They

out and much more emotional and melody
oriented than the other bands '.

Overall, a

played one of their patented roc kin' sets, with

good set from a bunch of guys you'll be

Mike-E-Funster drumming with

hearing more about.

his typical

fluid style that always blows me away.
Next up was Bellingham's most punishing
band.

Sharpie played a short but incredibly

What's Up would like to thank all of
those bands that played the show and everyone
that came out to see it on such a cold night.

intense set that knocked the crowd on their ass.
With Brad Lease on bass and Aaron Ball on

-Brent Cole

drums, the rhythm section is locked in, playing
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Estrus bands, like the Mono Men and Girl

LOCAL RECORDINGS

Trouble and some of the newer releases, like The
Gimmicks and Thundercrack. You can even find
a cut by surf extrordinares Man... or Astroman?
My personal favorites are "Hate Your

North of America, a band that's coincidently

Way" by the Mono Men, "Too Much Evil," by

from Canada, is the first seven inch release from

The Quadrajets, and "(Are You on the Inside or

local label Montesano Records. The label is

When I got this CD, I thought, "dude,

the Outside of Your) Pants" by The Makers,

run in part by Terry Picknell and Paul Beaudry

what could be cooler than 26 songs by Estrus

who are probably Estrus' biggest and most

of Five Gears in Reverse (along with Matt

bands?" Well, after listening to the disk a

recognizable band.
All in all, the CD is well worth the few

Garmon).

couple times I've realized, not much.
The CD sampler, which from what I hear

Although they 're just starting

out, the label is already making a name for

bucks you'll end up throwing down for it.

themselves with the much anticipated 4

You'd be a damn fool not to get it

Dots compilation.

-Brent Cole

bands off of the compilation, throws together

It then continues to slam its way through twen-

Estrus Records

Canadian indie rock is different from

ty-five more tracks of their brand of rock and

PO Box 2125 Bellingham WA 98227

American indie rock because it's less cynical

will be sold at a very low price at your nearest

This seven inch, which is from one of the

record store, captures Estrus perfectly. The
disk starts out with a song by The Coyote Men,

some really cool Canadian indie rock.

who are one of the newer signings by the label.

and usually more upbeat. All the songs have

roll.
Of course, not all of the songs are the
patented 60's fuzz box rock: some, like
Madame X, have a lounge sound to them,

essentially the same vibe to them; interesting
song writing, with angled guitar work and
great melodies.
The single, which most people will

ditching the distortion for a more swanky
sound. But, besides the occasional lounge hit,
it's pure rock and roll.
The disk is a great mix of some of the older

probably never hear because they don't own
record players, is a good record for those sick
of bitter indie rock.
-Amy Marchegiani
Montesano Records:
PO Box 243 Bellingham WA 98227

I was really happy to get my hands on this
rare recording by Mechanism. I don't know if
many people from Bellingham know about
Mechanism, so I'll tell you all a little tale.
Mechanism began playing music a couple years ago in the hot bed of rock known as
Tacoma. After fmding some moderate success
down there, they decided to take their act on
tour.

This was probably right around the

spring of '96. As they hit the road, the buzz
about the band began to grow. Soon, they were
touring non-stop, only coming back to Tacoma
to see the folks every once and awhile. After
spending about nine months on the road, hitting.
primarily the east coast and the south, the buzz
reached a furious pitch. Offers started pouring
in from labels such as Arista, DGC, and
Capitol. The band was so close to inking a

o•••----~····--~---~~~~~~%11sir'

deal that would have made them very rich,

their character.

gone haywire; a stereo test record where the

when everything fell apart. The stress of non-

The release is limited and only done

announcer sings about recording equipment

stop touring fmally took a toll on the band and

through the label's mail order, so get one if you

(sometimes in French); clear tones for calibra-

as their dreams were within their grasps, they

can.

tion make way for tape-delayed bass drum
bursts and thick distorted everything; hi-fi

quickly faded away.
Which leads us to this release. The band,

-Brent Cole

discussion makes way for all night record-

which never ended up releasing any of their
studio work, has put out a recording of primarily 4-track material. It's being released on

ing psychology and sweet reminiscence;

Krummholz Audio Research
2104 New St, Suite AI Bellingham WA 98225

breathy odes, a samba percussion brigade, and
a moog that plays itself... All recorded with

the small indie label Krummholz Audio

care at the Business in Anacortes and Dub

Research, which is run by Jeff Hoppe (B

Narcotic in Olympia. Fans of Elevator to Hell

Minus Time Traveller). He's old friends with

who indulge in a little DJ Shadow may want to

the guys in Mechanism, so they were cool with

take notice: the Microphones are equally adept

him releasing the album.

at playing lo-fi guitar love songs and sampling

Luckily for Bellingham, two of the

''I'm in the backroom. I am recording"

members have since moved up here. You

organic drums to display over a found sound
collage stolen from the listener itself. The

might know one of them as Tom from Smash

The Microphones are a band from Ana-

clouds have risen, spreading the rnicrophonic

Your Guitar and the other is Nate, who recently

Oly. They are a sitting chair thinking thoughts

sound all over the Pacific Northwest. Stay out

joined The Toga Kings and The Star Spangled

of clouds. They are a bass drum which grows

of the rain.

Bastards.

to know itself. They are a tape deck ghost,

The CD itself is pretty cool. There are

secretly stealing away to the backroom of our

only three songs, the first of which is over thirteen

brain's musical appreciation center to craft

minutes long. Mechanism takes you on a "indie-

songs of feedback love.
"Tests" is a collection of songs from their

prog rock" rollercoaster, with twists and turns
when you least expect it. The next two songs

trilogy of tapes put out on seminal Anacortes

are more low key and sloppy, but that adds to

label KNW-YR-OWN. It is a concept album

-Kalm "Flick" O'Intress

Elsinor Records:
PO Box 5463, Bellingham WA 98227
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....ERLLINGHAM STYLE

Well, well, well. Ladies and gentleman, boys and girls, I don't know if
anybody's been paying attention, but there's a lot of music happening in
the ,.City of Subdued Excitement." We've all seen the atte ndance rising
at our local music havens, but not many people know about the cool
music that's being released by labels big and small right here in
Bellingham. So, for your knowledge and pleasure, here is a overview
.of just some of the people putting out music right now. Unfortunately,
we aren't able to include some of the smaller labels that are releasing
music in very limited runs. As a general guideline, we went with labels
that had runs of over 500 and ones that got a hold of us. Within those
be doing
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~p:e:r:i:m:e:t:e:r:s~,~we'll
The Making of...
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!rack has a ~reo
1·4-Ss fans ha
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The synthetic sequencing llnhai\Ces the
subtly t&xMeo sonic scape ot the 1·4·5s
t~etling sea shells by the sea Shore.

li

Cf&aliV& <litectors at Estrus
eadq\,arrers _finalize the lyrics of
another sure-lite hit for lhe f-4 ·5s.

.
digital subsystem to il'lstKa the quality

va come to Blepecf,

t he
smaller
ones including:
Montesano
Rec ords, Theory
R ecords,
Soundings of the
Planet,
Fury
Records, Double
Crown Records,
Elsinor Records,
and the newest
kid on the block,
Burnout Records.
And remember,
buy local music
so these poo r
bastards
can
survive.
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EMPLOYEES
Bekki Crider - Minister of Contraband
Karl Ratliff - Minister of Information
Vic Mosffy - Minister of Propaganda
Tim Kerr - Minister of Soul

ADDRESS
PO Box 2125,
Bellingham WA 98227
PHONE NUMBEil· (360) 647-1187
E·MAIL · info@estrus.com
WEB S/Tf · www.estrus.com

BUSINESS AGE· N/A
PAST RELEASES
Mono Men, The Makers, Man. . . or Astroman, The Fallouts, Jack '0
Fires, Satan's Pilgrims, The Woggles, The 1-4-S's

UPCOMING RELEASES:
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Fury Records ,
came from the
demise of the
hardcore
label
Deadfall Rec ords
and the Native
A m e rican
Skyd o g Re c ords
(primary releases w ere t ribal
drums , as the
brothers
are
natives them selves) .
biggest relea se they have coming up
is from Chris Riffle , which should be
released in March . His music is very
poppy but is groovin enough t o grasp
the ever so short attention span of
the metal head owner , Josh Sanchez.
The outlook for this label is pretty
damn good right now, as 1999 is going
to produce at least five releases by
the beginning of May.
Chris and Josh decided to merge
Skydog and Deadfall because their
interest goes far beyond the two scopes
that were of very narrow spectre.
Skydog remains now as a consulting
business that will remain rooted in the
c ultural preservation of our peoples

drums, and the
commitment to
protecting the
traditional values
of our people as
a whole. Projects
from this include
preserving
and
restoring archived
language tapes
that preserve c ultural stories, as well
cultural history, and
restoration of t ribal
language.

Soundings of

t h e P I a n e t®

OWNERS: - Dean and Dudley Evenson
ADDRESS:- PO Box 4472, Bellingham WA 98227
PHONE NUMBER:- (800) 93-PEACE, (360) 738-9368
E-MAIL ADDRESS:- peace@soundings.com
WEB SITE:- www.peacethroughmusic.com
BUSINESS AGE:
Formed 1979 in Tucson Arizona, studio formed in B'ham 1994, label
moved to B'ham 1998
LABEL ARTISTS:
Dean Evenson, Tom Barabas, Scott Huckabay, Lorellei, Daniel Paul,
and Cha-da-ska-dum Which-ta-lum
PAST RELEASES:
Billboard charting albums: Forest Rain (released 1994), Ocean
Dreams (released 1989), Sedona Suite (released 1989). Total of 42
releases over 20 years. 1997 releases: Its A New Life--Tom Barabas,
Sound Healing--Dean Evenson , Romantic Rhapsodies--Tom Barabas,
Prayer: A Multicultural Journey of Spirit--various artists.
UPCOMING RELEASES:
Alchemy--Scott Huckabay (Feb 16), Peace Through
Music 20th Anniversary Sampler (April), Cowpie-nation
Cowpilation--Dana Lyons (March 30th)
Soundings of the Planet is one
of the most prominent nationally
distributed New Age labels in
America, Though some of their
artists play the occasional show in
town, usually in conjunction with
Concerts, the label is

THEORY RECORDS
Aaron Davis , Scott Bethel, Erick Newbill
ADDRESS
PO Box 9190 Seattle, WA 98109-0190
PHONE NUMBER- (206) 524-5952
E-MAIL ADDRESS
aaronmd@cc .wwu .edu
aaroninseattle@hotmail.com
WEBSITE

primarily national. Soundings,
which has just moved from their
Tuscon office, is now run completely out of Fairhaven and is
considered one of the few new
age labels that exists solely for
that purpose. With a slogan of
"Peace
Through
Music,"
Soundings is attempting to make
the world a better place to live
through the music they produce
and promote.

Date of Birth March 1998
PAST RELEASES
Erick Newbill "Frozen Soul"
Dolour "The Shivering" 7 inch
The Lincolns 1 Ten Times Fast split
7 inch
UPCOMING RELEASES:

I

I
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OWNER:
Sean Berry
ADDRESS:
PO Box 4336, Bellingham WA
98227-4336
PHONE NUMBER:
(360) 676-8131
WEB ADDRESS:
www.dblcrown.com
BUSINESS AGE:
2 years (including first year as
Continental Records)
PAST RELEASES:
The Boss Martians 7 inch, The
Penetrators 7 Inch, The Del-Vamps CD,
and The Untamed Youth 7 inch.
UPCOMING RELEASES:
CD's by The Penetrators, Big Ray and
the Futuras, and The Boss-Martianettes,
plus a Trashmen 's covers compilation.
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The role as a marketable singer-songwriter is still relatively foreign to Damien,
whose new EP, Gathered in Song, just came
out on the Seattle label Made in Mexico. He
still struggles with the concept of music a~
his full time job. In fact, before he signed
with Sub Pop in late 1996, he had only
played a handful of small performances,
mainly in people's houses, as writing music
was only an occasional hobby. Like with all
good things, however, fate interceded when
Darnien was asked to play a short acoustic
set, opening up for his friend Jeremy Enigk
at an intimate Seattle club called The
Rendezvous. Mter five songs, an enamored
Jonathan Poneman approached Damien and
simply asked "how would you like to record
for my label?" Less than a year later, Sub
Pop released the wonderfully textured Water
Ave. S. , an album that not only featured
Damien's ability to translate his somber
tales into exquisite and fragile frameworks ,
but also his eagerness to try a diversity of
instruments.
"When I came into recording (Water
Ave. S.), the songs were originally composed
for acoustic guitar and vocals. When we fmished, they were definitely something
else." · Co-produced between Jurado and

over his loved one." The song is made even

to become a little "silly," and Damien began

the talented Steve Fisk (famed Seattle

more divine by the addition of his sister

to discover the traditional folk music that

producer, formerly of Pell Mell) , Water

Maria Jurado, countering her brother's

more closely parallels his own style.

AveS. is a somber masterpiece, mixing in

vocals as the voice of the widowed lover.

Famous folk artists such as Woody Guthrie

, biting tales of woe with a myriad of instru-

While "Halo Friendly" is a more personal

and the Carter Family were mixed in with
singers such as Peter Seeger and Rod

and "Hell or Higrf\ter'' are touched up by

G em) IJifOf his spiritual nature, many of his
songs pl;vid. , outside "keenness" typical

the introdu4)n of piano and mellotron,

of only the most

ments. Softer songs

liJ~ng

GLee· :

s~~tion skills
Damien's pointed
more than likely originate fr~s nomadic

incorporate a lot of 60's protest music as

e ements such as a theramin and a timpani

upbringing.

Now, more than a decade later, not many

make grandiose appearances throughout

Damien moved from place to place,

n

I

t\

writing. With the advent of these influences,
Damien began to actively seek out and

:U h horns accompany more uptp numbers such as "Angel of May"

while
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•
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McKuen to impress his approach to song-

music.

te

lit

nt observers in folk

"Yuma, AZ. "

Other non-traditional

Raised in a milit

amily,
'ding

current artists interest him.

Besides

to

Daniel Johnston and Leonard Cohen, only
a handful of people in the current music

most part, this is a very sad album .

Seattle in 1986 from Texas, just in timetJie
interested in hardcore bands as he entered

Lyrically, Damien tells tales of divorce,

Junior High. Damien's hard-core roots

mental illness, and, as demonstrated in the

evident on the one heavy rocker of Water

album's stand out track "Halo Friendly,"

Ave. S., "The Joke is Over."

Water Ave. S.

One shouldn 't mistake

"up-tempo" for "upbeat" because, for the

loneliness after death.

as far away as Germany.

well as a slew of Appalachian folk music.

tJa
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"I loved bands like G.B.H. and

are truly enjoyable .
"I'm a huge fan of Glen Campbell
(former Beach Boy touring member and
country-folk pioneer) and I suppose Willie
Nelson, but I guess you wouldn 't call them

Flag, and I'm still a huge fan.

current," offers Jurado.

music and traditional folk are similar in t

friends are my biggest influences.

Great' which isn't on the album, and probably

sense that they both focus on saying w at

known Dave (Bazan, Pedro the Lion) since

won't be recorded. 'Halo Friendly' is about

they feel, and whatever is on their

min~

high school, and we're always asking each

'"Halo Friendly' is part two of a twopart song.

Part one is called 'Halo the

"My circle of
I' ve

the aftermath of a man getting killed in car

what fueled the music." Around his Juci~

other our opinion of the songs we write.

crash, where he sits in the afterlife looking

year in high school, hardcore music s. d

There has been songs which I've completely

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... more somber piece of work.
"I wasn't really happy
with the outcome of the first
album. I )earned a lot from
Steve (Fisk, co-producer), but
the sound wasn't very natural for
me. I prefer recording live, with
both vocals and guitar at the
same time, then ifthere has to be
overdubbing of instruments,
they can be done later." Daaien
would likWf.l tMthi!'!pproach •
~ew album, which he will
recording for Sub Pop in

thrown out just because Dave might g~
not so sure.'" When asked if a fan of th~ocal
Seattle scene: "I don't pay attentiof'ocally,
well, except for the hip hop sc,e, which
doesn't get recognized enough. There is
some really great stuff that t.local DJ's
come up with."
Many influences or not, larnien Jurado
displays the sharp knack for iFarting certain
themes or stories into his lyrics, much like any
modem day folksinger, a titl&e embraces.
"The're is not a curre~theme (in my
songs)," he explains, "but a l,t of my songs
are observations of people fose lives go
nowhere. I was driving on a small highway
r,om Texas to New Mexico,
it was real
intriguing to see certain peopl~ho live in
these tiny towns and wonder what are
they thinking? What is their rea.ing for
staying there?' Lately my songs ha~een
about recourses for departure, or about

to release at least one more
album.
"I have no clue as to
what goes on (at Sub Pop)," Jurado replies
to the question of his opinion of Sub Pop 's
current financial woes. "My first album
came out during the first time they were
laying off people, and my album didn't get
promoted very well, which kind of made
me unhappy. I just got off a six week tour
and people would come up to me and say
'man, I've never heard of you before. Have

you heard of Hayden?'" Despite Sub Pop's
inability to get his name out, he doesn't
seem to sweat the possibility of being
dropped by Sub Pop.
"There are lots of labels I can go with if
that happens. Made in Mexico is always an
option, or there is a great label that I know
called Secretly Canadian." Perhaps this
nonchalant approach is related to the fact'
that even after two albums released, he still
doesn't believe that playing music i~ his
nlltiirJWig.
'
"I still It b~n away by this whole
situation. It ama;T'~o look up and see
my face on a billboard or scwthing. I still
struggle with the concept." 1f a;! imitates
life, then let's hope that he never grts~ed to
it, and continues his track record of~tting
out beautiful and somber songs for a ~
time.
~
Damien Jurado plays Jan. 9th at the
Fairhaven Lounge with Death Cab for Cutie, ~
Pedro the Lion, and Seldom. This is only his
second time playing Bellingham.
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leaving in general, not stationary at • ·
Jurado offers a theme that closely mirrors his~
own nomadic upbringing. "Most of the new
EP (is about that), as well as the upcoming
album."
His new EP, Gathered in Song, displays
a huge departure from the highly embellished
Water Ave. S. In fact, all five songs were
recorded live to two tracks, employing his
good friend David, as well as Jonathan
Ford (also from Pedro the Lion), to play
and help record. This live approach
seemingly preserves the purity of
Dam~en's songwriting, in turn creating an
intensely more personal and, if possible,

I
I

-Terry Picknell

IS LOOKING FOR
VOLUNTEERS TO
CONTRIBUTE
IF YOU WANT TO WRITE, EDIT, PROOFREAD,
OR JUST HELP OUT,

GIVE US A CALL:

647-3185
OR

E-MAIL:

whatsup@nas.com
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If you wash dishes for a
living like me, or you actually like to break
your gear, then you'll probably want to check
out Bellingham's newest guitar shop Smash
Your Guitar. The store is on Bay Street a block
down from Stuart's Coffeehouse and right next
to Eagles Games store. The owner of the store
is a friendly fella name,"Tom." He moved up
here from Tacoma with only a couple of guitars, and since then has just taken off. You
can't beat the prices and he's open to do trades
and consignments. The following is a cheesy
interview with him.

Tom: Yeah, I'm buying
stuff and consigning
stuff at a low rate. I just
picked up this ' 66
Ludwig drum ki\:

Nate: So how come you started the shop in
Bellingham?

Tom: I defmitely look at music as art and if I
can provide a way for artists to collaborate it
would make me happy. I want to start having
art shows here and showing movies.

Tom: Because this town has the potential for a
rocking scene and the shops didn't seem to be
hooking up the bands right.
Nate: Every time I go to your store you seem
to have more gear, are you doing more consignments or are you buying more stuff?

open to more than just
guitars, this isn 't
average guitar shop.
feels like a place to
come and hang out even if you don't play
music. Is this the plan or has is just developed
that way?

Besides having the best prices in town on
guitars, strings, amps, accessories, strings,
straps, strings, cords, drums, and strings, he's
also providing musicians a place to go to hang

out and meet other musicians and listen to the
"Move," the greatest band ever. So hurry up
and find this place and buy some shit so Tom
can buy even more shit.
Smash Your Guitar is located on 1230 Bay
Street. Give 'em a call at 756-9571. It's open
noon to six daily.
-Nate Becklund

COMPACT DISC • CD-R
CASSETTE
Quality duplication is our specialty.

SERVING SEATTLE'S
INDEPENDENT
MUSIC INDUSTRY SINCE 1986
Established, owned & operated by
Pip McCaslin.

(206)523-8050
EXPERIENCED • RELIABLE • REASONABLE
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you, a wealthy public servant, could order as
many as you want. I'm sure you would fmd the
sex very convincing and realistic. And
Rea!Dolls NEVER talk. ~s long as you comthe Rea!Dp.l} idea with the
bathroom/constipation idea, I believe you
could get off (no pun intended) scott-free.
As far as blinding the media to your perversion goes, I would suggest using Al
Gore as a diversion. What has he really
done for you this term? If he wants to
make history, he's going to have to lend a
hand to support the presidency. See if you
can't get the FBI to help you place his fingerprints at a brutal murder scene. Get a couple of snapshots of Al stripped down to his
skivvies and soaked in blood, and the media
will devour it. Say "hello" to peace and quiet,
my friend. And to your new playmates.

intercourse with yourself is utterly liberating.
Literally anything goes; you are the prosecution, the defense and the judge. Start feeling
comfortable with yourself now (you are
OKAY. This is NATURAL.) And when the
new millennium rolls in, you'll be cashin' in!
Dear Alan,
/' ve slutted myself out to practically
everyone on the local bar scene. This is great,
but all/' ve got to show for it are these lousy little crabs and a bad reputation. Could you recommend an effective crab-removal system as
well as a way to erase my reputation as a barslut so that I may continue drinking and screwing Bellingham's populace?
Sincerely,
Party Favor

Dear Alan,
I am a public official elected to a high
post in the federal government. I got married
before I started my political career because no
swingin' single guys ever get elected for anything in our conservative, puritanical society.
The problem is, I like getting my dick sucked by
fat, ugly, white-trash sluts. This has gotten me
into a bit of trouble. I have two questions.
First, how can I better conceal my rampant
fornication from the media, the voters and my
family? Secondly, how can I talk my way out of
the many dilemmas, both moral and political,
that his behavior is likely to produce?
Yours Truly,
Starr Pucker
Dear Fucker,
I have found that using the bathroom to
conceal my sexual activities from my mother,
father, the media and the voters is very effective. All of these entities expect you to use the
bathroom frequently, and if you claim constipation, none of them can really pin anything on
you for being in there so long. However, your
preoccupation with sex seems to call for something more than my simple masturbation coverup scheme. Have you checked out www.realdoll.com? This site advertises sex-dolls that
are way more elaborate, convincing, and HOT
than any other company I have checked out.
You can order up anything you want. Specify
body type, breast configuration, makeup, hair
color, everything. And at only $5000 a shot,

Dear Alan,
I publish a small, money-losing regional
entertainment magazine. This is great and all,
but can't really help me solve this problem: I
am a hermaphrodite. What should I do?
Love,
Genital Dichotomy
Dear Genital Dichotomy,
I applaud you for having the courage and
gumption to produce your own local entertainment mag. I understand, however, that a major
sexual anomaly like hermaphroditism can
cause problems for your self-esteem, and probably your libido, too. Well, consider this: the
nineties is the age of sexual liberation.
Homosexuality is gaining more and more popularity. Even bisexuality, often disrespected
because of its ambiguous qualities, is becoming widely accepted. People are also beginning
to feel more at home with sexual curiosities
like yourself. As the millennium rolls around,
sexual liberation will hit the mainstream right
between the legs. Homosexuals and bisexuals
will begin to feel a little too establishment, and
hermaphrodites will begin to be the "in" thing.
If you can just wait out this transitional period,
your physical nonconformism will pay off in
the long run. If nothing else, think of the possibilities. Any teenager I know would pay serious money to be able to have REAL sex with
him/herself. You should feel the same way.
Masturbation is fme, and sex with other folks is
even better, but the ability to have real vaginal

Dear Mike Standish,
Friend, you have got a serious problem. I
understand that you are a hopeless nympho
lush, and that you would rather not address this
directly. I feel, however, that you are endangering your own life as well as the lives of
those at the bar. Your action is detrimental to
the public health. I will try to help you, though.
I recommend kerosene and a lighter to get rid
of those pesky crabs. Not only will you eradicate the horrible itching, but also your privates
will be totally hair-free and sexy, just like a
porn-star's. As far as making Bellingham's
populace forget about your awful reputation as
bar-slut, I think that you had better change your
appearance radically. No one is going to forget
your weasel face anytime soon. But a sex
change could help. Everyone is still expecting
you to be a man. Think of the stunts you could
pull as a woman!! MICHELLE STANDISH
SPREADS NEW VENEREAL DISEASE
EFFORTLESSLY. Anyway, I think some
makeup and a sex change would help
immensely. All the women in town have witnessed your naked horny bod, but most of the
men have not. Give up your inhibitions, and
start scoring somewhere new. If you want
action now, Mike, you're going to have to
make some concessions.
'

You GoTTA QuESTION
FOR ALAN? EMAIL IT TO

whatsup@nas.com

Gods and Monsters
Director: Bill Condon
Cast: Ian McKellen, Brendan Fraser, Lynn
Redgrave
Pickford Cinema January 22- January 28
Hey there really is a Santa Claus! I got
my Christmas wish and the fabulous - and now
highly critically acclaimed - film Gods and
Monsters will show in Bellingham this month.
Anyone who is a film buff or a sucker for a bittersweet love story, or both, has a real treat in
store.
Based on Christopher Bram's novel "The
Father of Frankenstein," Gods And Monsters
is a fictional account of the last days of James
Whale, director of Frankenstein and Bride of
Frankenstein.. The real Whale suffered a
stroke shortly before being found floating in

his pool with . alcohol in his bloodstream.
Because there W:lSJ ittle evidence to either support or rule out suicide, Bram and Condon had
an ending full of possibility and created a story
to go with it.
Sir Ian McKellen stars as Whale who,
after coming home from the hospital, develops
a fascination with his gardener, Clayton Boone,
played by Brendan Fraser (yes, that's Encino

Man, who happens to be a fme actor when he's
not playing a pre-historic valley dude). The
stroke causes Whale a great deal of mental
anguish, bringing back memories, disappointments and loss that Whale would rather not
think about. Boone is the new hired help who
serves as a lovely distraction and eventually
ends up sitting for Whale who has taken up
portraiture to help fill his empty days.
McKellen's Whale is somewhat proud, cantankerous, tortured and unashamedly gay.
Fraser's completely fictional Boone is a bit
macho, a bit thick and surprisingly sympathetic to Whale, an old has-been film director who
is obviously flirting with him. Unlike so many
films these days that attempt either to canonize
or to ridicule gay men, McKellen and Condon
just let Whale be gay, along with being the creator of what are now considered two of the
best, if somewhat campy, horror films . Fraser
does nice work giving depth to a character who
seems on the surface so simple. Boone is just
as fascinated by Whale 's persona and accomplishments as Whale is fascinated by Boone's

physical strength and youth. Their relationship, which comprises most of the fllm, is a
compelling story of friendship between old and
young, gay and straight, washed up and just
starting out and wonderfully illustrates the
complexity of any friendship when the people
involved want different things. With studios
churning out the same old love story over and
over, Gods and Monsters is a refreshing
change.
In addition to being a wonderful love
story, Gods and Monsters also manages to be
a whole lot of fun in its flashbacks to the making of Frankenstein and Bride of Franken~tein,
and its depiction of Hollywood. Whale is frequently overwhelmed by memories of making
his most famous fllms (he made other more
'serious ' fllms that no one remembers) and
through his memory we get to visit the set of
Bride of Frankenstein, hear the witty banter
and the bitching and see what Whale means

when he says that making movies is the most
wonderful thing in the world. We also get to
see the catty and ridiculous setting in which
those movies are made, the petty rivalries that
go on, and the out and out meanness of
Hol~ywood, leaving a person to wonder how
films ever get made at all. James Whale's
Hollywood is an amusing place, but it's not a
nice place--and in the end it's a place that
chewed him up and spit him out when it was
finished with him.
In spite of ii:s biting commentary, Gods
and Monsters is actually pretty sympathetic to
both Whale and Hollywood. As with any lovehate relationship, Condon takes the good with
the bad and in telling his story, shows a lot of
compassion. Hollywood may not be a loving
place, but it was the place where Whale got to
make his movies, even if he wasn 't treated particularly well.
-Kate Albright

December 31st
My Friends & I

Jan Ist- 7th
Spike and Mike's 1998
Classic Festival ofAnimation

The Calumet
Bellingham's masters of soul play a special
New Years Eve show at the Calumet. If you've
got money to spend, this is the best way to ring
in the New Year.

The Pickford
13 short animated film from countries
around the world, how can you beat that.

Last Month: The uncompromising evil space aliens turned Earth City's machines against the unsuspecting humans and began controlling their minds with little dish thingies while their mothership landed under
the watchful eye of luddites everywhere.

Twang

31st

Factor 4

fRIENDS&..
I

DANCE PARlY

LIVE
jAZZ

LIVE MUSIC - TBA

FRIDAY

1st

2nd

SPIKE&..
MIKE's

LIVE
jAZZ

SATURDAY

(DTJ) - Dj
(FAC) - HIP Hor
(ROY) - Dj

LIVE MUSIC - TBA
MIKE's

7th

BILL MAclXN:l..o-1
TRIO

NEW WAVE
DANCE PARlY

SPIKE&..

FRIDAY

B-HAM
jAZZ TRIO

LIVE MUSIC - TBA

INSOMNIA

THURS

8th

SATURDAY

9th

Rla-IARo

wm-1

DjQ-BNZA
TECHNO

LIVE

wm-1

MUSIC

Q-BNZA

BARRY

DAMIEN
JURADO

(FAC) - HIP HoP
(ROY) - Dj

MIKE's
TECHNO

Rla-IARo

wm-1

INSOMNIA

TECHNO

LIVE

wm-1

MUSIC

DjQ-BNZA
Basement
Swing

14th

LIVE MUSIC - TBA

ULLMAN TRIO
BILL MAclXl\an-1
TRIO

FRIDAY

NEW WAVE
DANCE PARlY
WHAT's UP
" LOCAL SHOWCASE"

LIVE
jAZZ

15th

SATURDAY

16th

jAZZ

THURS

BILL MAclXl\an-1
TRIO
LIVE
jAZZ

INSOMNIA

(FAC) - HIP HOP
(ROY) - Dj

PECKER

TECHNO

LIVE

wm-1

MUSIC

DjQ-BNZA

21th
FRIDAY

22nd

NEW WAVE
DANCE PARlY
LIVE MUSIC -

TBA

SATURDAY

28th
FRIDAY

29th

Music

SATURDAY

NEW WAVE
DANCE PARlY

GODS AND
MONSTERS

• ANNA's I(Aooy SHACK · 1114 Harris Ave. / 671.f:J745
1408 Cornwall Ave / 733-2579
• RuMoR's • 11 19 Railroad Ave / UNLISTED

MYSTERY Aa1oN
TOGA K.INGS

TBA

LIVE MUSIC - TBA

TBA

LM

1212 N. State St.
1302 Bay St / 752-2024

·THE FACTORY ·

• STUART'S

EFFERVESCENcr

TECHNO
wm-1

TECHNO

TECHNO

TECHNO

jAZZ

·DoWNTOWN jOHNNY'S •

GODS AND
MONSTERS
GODS AND
MONSTERS

BILL MAclXl\an-1
TRIO
B-HAM
jAZZ TRIO

PECKER

LIVE MUSIC - TBA
PARTY

THURS

Rla-IARo

wm-1

DjQ-BNZA
LIVE MUSIC - TBA

-

(DTJ) - fiESTA NIGHT
(FAC) - PAJAMA PARTY
(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT
(DTJ) - LADIES NIGHT
(FAC)- Dj
(ROY)- LADIES NIGHT W/

EFFERVESCENCE

TECHNO
PECKER

(DTJ)- Dj
(FAC) - GLAM - MoRIE
(ROY)- LADIES NIGHT W/
(DTJ) - LADIES NIGHT W/ Dj
(FAC) - Dj
(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/

EFFERVESCENCE

DjQ-BNZA

THURS

23rd

TECHNO

Rla-IARo

(DTJ) - fiESTA NIGHT
(FAC)- DJ
(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/
(DTJ) - LADIES NIGHT W/ Dj
(FAC) - Dj
(ROY)- LADIES NIGHT W/
(DTJ) - LADIES NIGHT W/ Dj
(FAC) - Dj
(DTJ) - LADIES NIGHT W/ Dj
(FAC)- Dj
(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/
(DTJ) - LADIES NIGHT W/ Dj
(FAC)- Dj

Cas a

ue ·Pas

BELLINGHAM'S BEST BURRITOS

The original • Since 1993·

Whoa!
We heard that some other Mexican ·
Restaurant uses Mayonnaise in their
Guacamole while advertising ~~ou Can Taste
the DiHerence." - They're right about that/
Coso uses only ripe fresh avocado,
fresh garlic, fresh tomato and spice, and the
rich avocado Ravor stands tall and says.•.

Get in the lcnow... Get urrito

